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In some circumstances, Keygen will disclose customer information if that disclosure is not prohibited by law and is necessary to protect the vital interests of our customers, to enforce our terms of use or other agreements, or to protect the rights, property, or safety of Keygen or
others. If a law enforcement agency inquires or investigates how Keygen, or one of its customers, processes personally-identifying information about an individual, and if Keygen or its customer receives a court order or subpoena requesting this information, Keygen will disclose the
information we have about that individual to the law enforcement agency or court. Keygen may transfer your personally-identifying information to countries or jurisdictions that do not provide the same level of protection for such information as the countries or jurisdictions where
Keygen is located. Although the laws of the United States do not provide the same level of protection for this information as the laws of the countries or jurisdictions where Keygen is located, we nevertheless value the privacy rights of our customers and other individuals whose
data we process and have taken steps to ensure that the privacy rights of such individuals are respected and protected. Keygen is the Controller of your PI. If you have signed into Keygen or registered to access any of its websites and/or products, you agree to the processing of

your PI by Keygen for the purposes of providing those services and/or products to you. We respect your privacy and it is our policy to keep the information you provide to us safe and secure. Any information you provide to us is kept on our secure servers. Information is encrypted
during transmission and in storage so no one can access it but us. Third party websites accessed by Keygen through its websites are not controlled by Keygen and therefore we assume no responsibility for what data may be collected or shared by these websites.
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keygen does not transfer your data to any other country besides the united states. however, if we do have to transfer your data to other countries (such as for compliance with a court order or to comply with applicable data protection law), we will use standard contractual clauses
to do so. keygen is subject to the investigatory and enforcement powers of the us federal trade commission (ftc). to learn more about the ftc's activities, visit their website at . to learn more about the ftc's privacy and data security decisions, see their privacy & security webpage. in
such cases, personal data is transferred from the eu to the united states by way of keygen's cloud services and/or provided by a third-party cloud service provider on behalf of keygen. an external data processor acts as a neutral intermediary, as set out in the eu-us privacy shield

framework, so that personal data may be transferred to the united states. keygen is subject to the investigatory and enforcement powers of the eu data protection authorities (dpas). keygen has committed to cooperate with the panel established by the eu data protection
authorities with regard to unresolved privacy shield complaints concerning data transferred from the eu in the context of the business relationship. somachine is not bound by the eu-us privacy shield framework, and is not subject to the enforcement powers of the us federal trade

commission, the office for civil rights (ocr), or the department of homeland security (dhs). keygen reserves the right to transfer personal information from the eu to a country that has not been deemed to protect personal data by the european commission, including the united
states, in order to meet a legal requirement, address fraud, investigate potential violations, or to protect the rights or property of keygen. 5ec8ef588b
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